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Goals for Today

Discuss the various COVID-19 related absences, and if 

they qualify for disability programs (EI and/or STD)

Review WCB policy around COVID-19, and the impact on 

both benefits and services



Priority 1: Stay Healthy!

Regardless of the benefits employees and employers can 

access, the top priority has to be staying healthy and 

slowing the spread

We are not Healthcare Professionals.  This Webinar is our 

advice only; please make the best decisions for you, your 

team, your clients and your community!



Who is CompCall?

• Family business since 1993, we handle Disability 

Claims (Stay at Work, STD, LTD & WCB) across the 

country

• Based just outside Edmonton, Alberta

• Focused on working with clients who want to take their 

STD/LTD/WCB programs to the next level – balancing 

the equation to bring employer and employee interests 

in line



COVID-19:
Short Term Disability & EI



Primary Reasons for a Claim

Main reasons employees are off work due to COVID-19:

• Self-isolation: travelled overseas, exposed to someone who has 

or is suspected to have COVID-19

• Kids are home so they have to be as well

• Business has closed (non-essential or otherwise)

• Quarantine: ordered by the local health authority, usually due to a 

positive test or suspected positive test.  More recently due to 

overseas travel (NOT just self-isolation) in most provinces



Secondary Reasons

We’ve seen a massive influx of Short Term Disability (STD) 

applications for COVID-19 related to:

• Stress/anxiety/fear around the employer still operating but social 

distancing not possible

• Cold symptoms (runny nose, sore throat, red eyes etc) that are 

not on the COVID-19 common symptom list

• Mental health issues caused by all of the anxiety around the 

global pandemic

• Employers sending all their employees to the program for COVID-

19 reasons as they want them paid on STD instead of EI



EI or CERB?

The Federal Government has implemented the Canada 

Emergency Response Benefit (CERB) in response to COVID

1. The latest update indicates all COVID related EI claims will be 

funneled through this benefit (including those filed prior to the 

announcement but related to COVID-19)

2. It pays up to $2000 a month, and lasts 4 months

3. No special action is needed if employees have already filed for EI



Great Resource!!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lOJn7XS6ETIkbLRodYk681M_2dxkkQsc/view

This is NOT an official government document, but was complied by a 

professor at Carleton University for public information.

It uses plain language to explain the EI process and the new CERB.

NOTE: This is privately hosted, so no 

guarantees it will remain available

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lOJn7XS6ETIkbLRodYk681M_2dxkkQsc/view


COVID-19 and EI 
(no STD plan in place)

Normal Process is still in effect for all non-COVID claims

COVID-19 Process:

1. If an employee is in quarantine or self-isolation due to COVID-19, 

then no medical is needed.  They file their application online, then 

after it has been registered they call 1-833-381-2725 to waive the 1 

week waiting period.

2. If an employee loses their job due to COVID-19 (business lays off 

their staff due to lack of business or business closing) they may 

apply to EI as normal.

https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/corporate/notices/coronavirus.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/department-finance/economic-response-plan/covid19-individuals.html

https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/corporate/notices/coronavirus.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/department-finance/economic-response-plan/covid19-individuals.html


COVID and STD
(Insured plans)

A Modified Process is in effect for COVID-19 claims

1. Employee has a positive test for COVID-19, STD benefits are paid 

for at least 14 days, no APS is needed (a confirmation of illness form 

is required) and the waiting period is waived. 

STD benefits are NOT paid:

1. For self-isolation;

2. If employee has symptoms of COVID-19 but no positive test;

3. For lay-offs as a result of COVID-19.

Sunlife: https://www.sunlife.ca/slf/Focus+Updates/covid19/STD?&vgnLocale=en_CA

Canada Life (GWL): https://www.greatwestlife.com/you-and-your-family/forms/group-claim-

forms/apply-for-disability-income-benefits/covid-19-claim-submission.html

https://www.sunlife.ca/slf/Focus+Updates/covid19/STD?&vgnLocale=en_CA
https://www.greatwestlife.com/you-and-your-family/forms/group-claim-forms/apply-for-disability-income-benefits/covid-19-claim-submission.html


STD Plan Exceptions
(ASO, TPA managed or Self-Insured plans)

By default these plans follow the same rules as Insured plans, 

however we are seeing exceptions at client requests.

1. Many companies who have an ASO plan, a TPA or are self-insured 

are paying claims for self-isolation or quarantine without a diagnosis.

2. This is done at special request of the client – under these types of 

plans the employer pays all costs so they are accepting higher costs 

to provide that support to their employees.



Treatment Challenges

We’re still seeing regular STD claims, and most benefit from 

some type of treatment.

1. Secondary healthcare services are considered essential, 

but almost all clinics have shut down in-person consults

2. Virtual consults are becoming common

3. Video conferencing is key for physical rehab, phone 

consults are more common for psych or family doctors



Carriers Covering Virtual Care?

The Canadian Physiotherapy Association has a great page on virtual 

care.  https://physiotherapy.ca/cpas-position-tele-rehabilitation

Sunlife has approved virtual care for a wide range of services.

https://www.sunlife.ca/slf/Focus+Updates/covid19/Virtual+care?&vgnLo

cale=en_CA

Manulife has approved virtual care as long as the governing 

body/association for that discipline allows virtual care.

https://www.manulife.ca/page/covid-19-hd-update.html

https://physiotherapy.ca/cpas-position-tele-rehabilitation
https://www.sunlife.ca/slf/Focus+Updates/covid19/Virtual+care?&vgnLocale=en_CA
https://www.manulife.ca/page/covid-19-hd-update.html


Stay-At-Work
At home?

With employees working at home, has mental health improved?

1. In general, we’re seeing mental health issues increase as employees 

transition to working at home

2. For those laid off, their need/demand for mental health services is 

increasing dramatically but they have no funds (or benefits)

3. Employers that previously had excellent benefit plans or offered 

additional funding for mental health may not continue that

This is a gap where Benefit Advisors can step in and provide resources 

for your clients to share with their employees.



Mental Health Supports

https://www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/English

https://www.workplacestrategiesformentalhealth.com/employee-resources/at-work

https://www.psychologytoday.com/ca

https://www.theravive.com/ (online counselling example)

https://info.starlingminds.com/covid-19-b2c-faq - free COVID-19 tools that we have 

found to be very well done.  Starling Minds also offers a great selection of online 

courses, treatment and therapies (both paid and free) – handout is included.

https://www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/English
https://www.workplacestrategiesformentalhealth.com/employee-resources/at-work
https://www.psychologytoday.com/ca
https://www.theravive.com/
https://info.starlingminds.com/covid-19-b2c-faq


COVID-19:
WCB Across Canada



Disclaimer!

WCB is a provincial body, and every province has slightly 

different rules and policies for this fluid situation.  

We’ve done our best to be accurate as the date of this 

webinar, but it is always a good idea to double-check!

There are quite a few acronyms for Workers Compensation 

(WorkSafeBC, WCB, WSIB, CNESST, WorkPlaceNL etc), we’ll 

be using WCB to refer to them to keep things simple.



General Rule of Thumb

WCB does not pay for self-isolation or quarantine (except BC 

& NWT/Nunavut).

COVID-19 is not a work related disability, and you cannot file a 

claim for it (same WCB policy used for influenza, colds, etc).

- If it is an occupation with a high risk of exposure, primarily 

health care related, claims may be accepted

- Any industry that is public facing (grocery stores, retail etc) 

is not generally high risk, but claims have a better chance of 

being accepted



COVID & Lay-offs
1. If an employee on modified duties is laid off as part of a 

group due to business shutdown they are not generally 

eligible for wage loss benefits.  For COVID-19:

1. AB & BC have specifically said they will pay if the 

employer does not;

2. SK, MB, NWT/Nunavut, QC, NL, Yukon, PEI, NB & NS 

have not published a definitive answer;

3. Ontario has said they will not pay.

2. If an employee is eligible for wage loss benefits from WCB 

when they get laid off, they continue to get wage loss 

benefits until cleared to return to work.



Who Pays after a Layoff?

In general, if an employee on modified is laid off and the 

employer keeps paying them, WCB does not get involved.

If WCB does pay, CompCall will be challenging the decision 

We are expecting appeals related to this issue, but at this point 

most provinces (except AB & BC) should not be paying for 

employees who were on modified duties and then laid off



Mental Health & COVID

There is concern about a rise in employees in “essential” industries 

filing mental health claims.

This would be due to increased stress/anxiety over being forced to work 

in a public setting with increased chance of catching COVID-19, or an 

employer not enforcing social distancing at work.

We have not yet seen any of these claims being adjudicated, but in our 

opinion they would not qualify.

The increased stress/anxiety is due to the global pandemic and 

provincial laws, and is not specific to their situation.



Exceptions
(WCB loves exceptions…)

Each WCB policy states something similar to “every claim will 

be assessed on it’s own merits”.

In theory, if someone gets coughed on at work by someone 

who later tests positive for COVID-19 and they can prove both 

the exposure and the positive test, they may have a claim.

In our opinion this is incredibly unlikely – it is very hard to prove 

exactly where someone became infected with any illness.



Changes to WCB Services

Every WCB is still open, but have closed their offices and staff 

are working remotely.

Wait times have increased, and priority is being given to 

decisions related to wage loss benefits.

Ontario (WSIB) has cancelled direct lines to case managers, 

you have to go through their contact center

Almost all non-emergent care and treatment has been 

postponed, cancelled or is being done virtually.



How can Employers Adapt

Medical Clearances: We are advising employers to no longer ask for a 

medical clearance for a return to full except for serious injuries (there 

was time loss).

Treatment: Very hard to get for non-emergent cases, but there are 

online options.  One such is https://www.online.physio/ and more and 

more clinics are coming online every day

Return to Work Agreements (RTWAs): As it’s difficult to get a medically 

approved return to work plan, consider a return to work agreement 

instead.  This is done between the employee and employer, and is a 

written plan for a progression of duties.

Refer to Online Treatment Guidelines: We use http://www.odg-twc.com

for guidelines and timelines for our RTWAs, but several options exist

https://www.online.physio/
http://www.odg-twc.com/


WCB Premium Deferrals

Details are emerging/changing every week, but most WCB’s have now 

published some sort of premium deferral program for employers.

Three examples are:

Ontario: All WSIB premium payments will be deferred for 6 months, but 

no word yet on how that will be collected at the end.

Alberta: The government will cover 50% of the total 2020 premium for 

small and medium businesses, and all premiums are deferred to 2021

British Columbia: Quarter 1 payment deadline is postponed



Final Word on WCB?
We are not expecting many acceptable WCB claims for to COVID-19, 

except from employees in healthcare related industries.

General claim volumes will be down, but so will the productivity of the 

case management due to working at home - expect long wait times!

We are expecting to see claims being adjudicated from injuries 

sustained while working at home.

We are seeing many claims not ending when expected.

Employers need to be prepared to step up their time commitment on 

managing WCB cases right now to get their employees back to work!



Examples



Example #1

- A full time retail worker is laid off (along with their whole 

team) due to store closure as a direct result of COVID-19

- The employer does have an insured STD plan

- Where do they apply?

EI/CERB – STD does not cover lay-offs for any reason.  



Example #2

- A local store is deemed an essential service, but business is slower than normal 

due to COVID-19.

- Of the 15 employees on staff, 1 is on a WCB claim and is performing modified 

duties

- That person is laid off, with their ROE noting work shortage due to COVID-19

- No other employees are laid off at the time, although the owner says she may 

have to lay off others moving forward

- Does this employee get paid by WCB?

Possibly - if they were the only employee laid off the employer would need to be 

prepared to prove why they were laid off.  An employer saying a lay-off is related to 

COVID-19 is not a blanket “pass” from WCB – that only works with significant 

layoffs (30% or more is a general rule, but varies by situation).  



Example #3

- A company remains operating during COVID-19, but several of their employees 

need to self-isolate or quarantine for various reasons

- The employer has an ASO STD plan, and wants the insurer to cover them so 

the employees don’t have to file for EI

- Will the insurer pay these claims? 

This would be a special request, and up to the insurance provider.  In our 

experience providers are paying these claims with minimal adjudication at the 

request of the employer, as the employer is paying the costs anyway on an ASO 

plan.

If this was an insured plan, then the provider would say no.



Example #4

- Employee #1 is working in a production facility on an assembly line

- They are working beside employee #2 who coughs while speaking and #1 feels 

the cough

- A few days later employee #1 develops a cough and fever, and self-isolates

- They learn that employee #2 is also self-isolating with the same symptoms

- Employee #1 files a WCB claim, stating they got sick at work.  Will this be 

accepted?

No – WCB is not accepting claims for COVID-19 unless you work in a high risk 

industry such as healthcare.  There may be very rare exceptions to this, but those 

will be on a case by case basis.



Example #5

- A member of an employer’s team lives with an immuno-compromised partner, 

and is extremely worried about contracting COVID-19 at work

- However, they cannot afford to take a lay-off and go on EI

- One day they provide a note indicating they cannot work for a medical reason, 

and complete STD paperwork

- What happens now?

This claim will be adjudicated according to the normal plan guidelines – if they have 

a DSM-V diagnosis and are seeking proper treatment then it may be accepted.  

However, most of these types of claims are not acceptable as stress/anxiety/worry 

on it’s own is not a compensable disability.



Example #6

- An employee is hurt at work, and they have to go to the Emergency Room for 

treatment as most clinics are closed

- They are provided treatment and restrictions, but are told they must now self-

isolate for 14 days

- Is this a WCB claim?

Yes, the only reason they sought medical was due to a work injury so that would be 

time loss.  WCB would likely allow employers to pay the employee for the 14 days 

to avoid the time loss, but each case is on it’s own merits.

IMPORTANT: This is not an official policy in any jurisdiction that we’re aware of, but 

have seen it several times so be aware it could happen!  If your employee tells you 

this, might be worth checking with the hospital to see if it isolation was actually 

recommended.



Conclusions for the Day

EI/CERB will take care of the majority of absences from work due to 

COVID-19.

Diagnosed cases will go through STD (if available) or EI/CERB.

WCB will generally not cover COVID-19 related cases, but be very 

careful of lay-offs or reductions in hours for people on any claim.

There is considerable mental stress/anxiety around the whole situation, 

plan for an uptick in those types of claims!



Questions?

Thank you for your attention today!  

A copy of the slides as well as a few 

publications are attached as Hand Outs to this 

webinar.

Any questions please contact Geoff at  

gbuxton@compcall.com

mailto:gbuxton@compcall.com

